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Lego bricks have been here for over 50 years. LEGO Pirates Complete sets and packs have the same indestructible bricks in each box, but with more complex and challenging designs. The LEGO brand, a giant of the handheld industry, continues to inspire future builders with tools to create ingenious and tangible results. Sail the seven seas in search of treasure, singing funny
schnauzs with this thrilling and adventurous LEGO-themed pirate. Show completed design with pride when the included elements of this LEGO building set are folded. With only one piece in the box, this product provides simple, easy and fun entertainment without becoming overwhelming for small learners. Recommended for ages 14 and older.0692632707350,
0673419128995Product Line (LEGO Theme)Lieutenant, Imperial Guard, CookFigures, Bricks, Parts &amp; Pieces$1,542.00+ $461.90 ShippingAdd Both to CartThis item doesn't belong on this page. Thanks, we'll take a look at that. This item does not belong to this page. Thanks, we'll take a look at that. This item does not belong to this page. Thanks, we'll take a look at that.
Product line (LEGO theme)Imperial Guard, Pirate Captain, Guard, Admiral This item does not belong to this page. Thanks, we'll take a look at that. Build your own pirate ship with the LEGO Pirates Imperial flagship. Featuring 1664 LEGO parts, this toy ship lets you build your ship from scratch. In addition, this LEGO ship is equipped with an anchor, rudder, sails, treasure chests,
windows and a grand chamber, making it even more enjoyable. This ship with a resume, full of many characters, including pirate captain, cook, lieutenant and four soldiers, gives you a realistic pirate experience. From cannons, muskets to ammo crates, this LEGO ship is having a great time just blowing things up. Measuring just 75 cm long and 60 cm high, this LEGO ship doesn't
take up much space. Yes, have fun sailing this classic ship from LEGO Pirates Imperial Flagship 10210.Product Line (LEGO Theme)This item does not belong to this site. Thanks, we'll take a look at that.
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